Jazz Aviation – Paperless Maintenance Processes

John Hensel, Manager of Business Systems Integration and Development, Jazz Aviation shares the airline’s experience implementing new paperless maintenance processes including Electronic Task Cards and Production Control
ELECTRONIC SIGN-OFF
The journey that I’m going to describe to you started about 10 years ago with our Trax system which gave Jazz Aviation the capability for electronic signatures. It took about a year after our initial implementation of Trax in 2007 to develop the internal processes and get the approvals needed for the electronic signoff in 2009. In 2017 we took another step forward and started to use tablets with the Trax Task Control App connected to our core system. This helped mobilize our work force and provided real time data back to our core system. For the electronic signature we use a PIN code/ smart card with Trax and with Task Control we use the printer to print reader on the Tablet.

FIRST STEP INTO PAPERLESS
With the setup and functionality of Trax, Security/Backups, Electronic Audit, Separation of Duties, we had set the cornerstone supporting Jazz electronic signoff and it provided the backbone for us to expand to tablets with electronic signoff.

TRAX THE CORE SYSTEM
Trax was the core system with all the bells and whistles to manage the regulations, plus we added in functionality for lease returns. Lessors wanted dirty fingerprints for SBs (service bulletins), ADs (airworthiness directives), structural deviations, etc.; so capabilities were added to identify which documents still need to be printed and signed - ‘paper copy required.’ This was only about 8% percent of the task cards being completed. With 92% of the work and processes being electronic and 8% percent printed and signed, we had optimized the process and reduced the storage of paper.

SECURITY AND BACK-UPS
Jazz’s core system Trax supported all of the Transport Canada and FAA regulations for electronic/digital signatures. So we sat down with Transport Canada, (“the Canadian Government department responsible for developing transportation regulations and policies”) and reviewed the Transport Canada regulation along with the FAA Advisory Circular 120-78A for electronic signatures as guidance. From this review we focused on another key part which was security and back-ups. Jazz has two data centers and two Oracle Database Appliances (ODAs) with Oracle Data Guard linking the ODAs together so that if one goes down, it automatically switches to the other ODA data center with zero loss of data. All of the other supporting systems can be back up in our other data center in 15 minutes. There are also daily tape back-ups and those tapes go to storage weekly — all the precautions that Transport Canada wanted to see such as ‘could the documents be maintained if anything were to happen?’ have been met. Data is also sent to Sabre; three days’ worth of data such as defects and task cards that are due. So the operation always has the key data.

SEPARATION OF DUTIES
Another big concern for Transport Canada was the separation of duties. So there had to be two different teams, a development team and a production team. The development team will, as its name implies, develop what we need, get it approved and send it through a CAB (Change Advisory Board) review process where all of IT takes a look at it. Then the production team does their review and puts it into production. When Jazz originally purchased Trax one of the key drivers was 52-109/SOX (Sarbanes-Oxley) compliance. So everything that we were doing for electronic signoff fitted right in to SOX compliance; there was no extra effort.

ELECTRONIC AUDIT
From there Transport Canada wanted to make sure that Jazz could still audit the records. It’s possible to discern a theme in the industry today with everybody going to electronic auditing for records but we have been doing that at Jazz Aviation since 2008. When we went digital, our records went from 50% failure with the ‘paper process’ to three percent failure right away with the ‘electronic process’; and today Jazz’s record failure rate is below one percent. With the electronic WO (work order) audit we are able to highlight potential issues to the Crew Chiefs and Supervisors. The audit for them is quick and easy, the mechanics are alerted right away before they leave and the issues are corrected. At this point Tech Records will do the final audit with the electronic WO audit.

The upshot has been that Jazz has realized huge savings, in the region of $0.5 million as soon as the new system went in.

So that got us to the first step, we had moved the back end of the manual process to an electronic process. Production had gone from a completely paper process, printing Task Cards/Nonroutines, Control Board white boards with Gantt Charts, signed paper documents, and a manual paper review audit to electronically signed documents and an electronic Audit/review. The paper task Card was printed off, taken to the aircraft, had notes put on it, was returned to the computer and then was signed off for audit. The move didn’t reduce the amount of paper we were printing but the new electronic process (optimized/removed steps/automated steps) drove the real savings getting rid of that inconsistent/inefficient manual paper process. Once we had done that and had seen that we weren’t getting rid of paper, we started on a process to automate the whole process on the production floor. We looked at Crew Chiefs and Supervisors and how the work was being done on the aircraft. We sat with that group for probably five years, ran different projects – using Lean Six Sigma methodology – built some pieces and finally got to a point where we had a process which helped them to be very consistent with the checks. There were still lots of manual interfaces and lots of errors, but we had developed a good process that could be automated.

MAINTENANCE OPTIMIZATION
From there, we built a business case, looked at all the key issues that we had with the current processes which were mainly manual process issues. We took all that and finally the stars aligned and a business case was developed. From the business case, we started building our optimization plan (figure 1).

Maintenance Optimization - Roadmap

Figure 1
Trax was the core system, housing and managing all of the data like the Perfect Task Card. The Perfect Task Cards are built to optimize the flow (open to close up) of the MTC (maintenance task card) check, so when the power is off everyone is working on TCs that don’t require power. The task card pushes the data to an optimizer, which builds the flow/Gantt chart of the MTC check. The optimization results are driven to Production Control (Supervisors/Crew Chiefs MTC check Management Tool) to give them their Gantt and allowing them to set the assignment for the mechanics. The mechanics complete their task cards in Task Control which then go back to the Trax system (all real time). All the data gets analyzed by Business
Intelligence for Lean Process Improvement with continual ‘tweaking’. That is the current process at Jazz.

The loading of the device has been made straightforward. Jazz gives a tablet to a mechanic who can follow the steps so that, in 15 minutes, he has a fully set up tablet and he is ready to go; plus, it is all done automatically. We buy the tablets from Apple, they pass Jazz the DEP (Device Enrolment Program) file which is loaded into Airwatch which talks to Cisco ISE (Identity Services Engine). Then, once the user is fully set-up and has their passwords and everything in the system, in 15 minutes, he has full connectivity to all Wi-Fi, all the Certifications, all the applications; everything is pushed down to the device. Manuals take a little longer (due to a lot of data; at Jazz, maintenance manuals amount to 35 Gigabytes); only the core manuals are pushed down at first. So that is it for the set-up.

AUTOMATING THE PROCESS

Let’s now look at what Jazz has automated... starting with the Perfect Task Card. Jazz takes Bombardier data in SGMIL, either the Maintenance Task Card Manual or the AMM (aircraft maintenance manual) and analyzes that data. From that data, Jazz can figure out ‘gear up’, ‘power off’, ‘power on’ or, if it is structural, what panels have to be opened first and closed after the job. Jazz gets that data from the task card which, in turn, creates a process flow for the optimizer. So, when the optimizer grabs that data, because it’s all been fed into Trax and pulled out of SGMIL, it creates a perfect flow.

In the Optimizer, we have the Jazz rules for the mechanics, we have the way we want to do the check with the flow of it set-up in Trax, i.e. ‘Open panel > Complete task card > Close panel’, it’s all in there, so it takes all of the data and it moves panels front and back, see figure 3. It flows the production process out and groups everything, and automatically does it for a thousand task card heavy maintenance events in less than fifteen minutes.

For example — Planning comes running down with a big service bulletin (SB) that has to be fitted in to the process, the users put it in and it is handled by the optimizer and that optimizer pushes it to the Trax Production Control app.

Figure 4 is the Lean board (the web-based Trax Production Control app)…

… where the Planners are able to manage the Check day-to-day and it has all the details on it. With the optimizer, Jazz was able to take away 90% of what the Crew Chief had previously had to figure out because it was straightforward, no right or left simply ‘how do this’ and ‘if you do this, do that’, simple logic and it’s all live, connected directly to Trax.

EXCEPTIONS

One priority for Jazz was that we wanted to focus on exceptions -- ‘what are my exceptions?’ All the data can be seen there but does it mean anything to the user? The screens in figure 4 first highlight the exceptions so that the user can then drill down and investigate with the people involved why the exception has arisen. They can look at parts issues, engineering issues... all that information is in there. All groups now put all their notes and all their direction in one place. So, when someone looks at that Heavy Check, everything is there, they don’t have to look in different places or send emails to ask for information; it’s all there.

SHARING THE INFORMATION AND VISIBILITY FOR ALL

The other thing that Jazz does is that it takes some of these boards and puts them up on Digital signage so that all of the MTC user and supporting teams get a clear overall view. This message or view has helped affect the outcome, more collaboration, quicker problem solving, better understanding.

TASKCONTROL

The Trax TaskControl app: we’ve optimized this; the crew chiefs and supervisors have all their data and now that data is automatically assigned to the mechanics. He has a choice back in the other screen; maybe he wants mechanic A or B to do a service bulletin; that can be changed. But, when we take a look at it and what they’re doing they’re changing 2-3%, they’re not assigning 100% of the checks so it’s a big change. All of the apps that Jazz tries to get are built to be truly offline capable because we cannot always guarantee connectivity but want mechanics to have everything they need; be able to sign off task cards, see manuals, come back out and sync up (synchronize back) to the database to have real-time information.

The way TaskControl is set-up is that a user can work on a thin client or in Trax, they could work in TaskControl, on a desktop and it’s always interactive, talking back and forth. So, if the user is offline and completes something, the record remains joined up with all the data, none of it is lost.
The system is real-time. One of the problems that Jazz used to have with paper was that the mechanics would take their ten task cards, go to the aircraft, would sign everything off in paper, come back and enter the updates into Trax then would leave. Then the Supervisor would look and find that the paperwork hadn’t been completed; it was never real-time. Now it is real-time; users can see everything that’s going on. They can do part requests, part removals, non-routine (NR) creation and editing, RI (required inspection items) inspection and ‘read & sign’ where the process has changed so that users simply log in to TaskControl and ‘read & sign’ is right there, the user cannot do anything until they have fulfilled the ‘read & sign’ requirement, which is then stored so that the company knows that the user has got everything. It also has skill control, i.e. validates skill certifications.

MORE ACCURATE TIMING
In the old process, the mechanics were really good at getting compliance, entering their core information and supplemental information such as how many hours it took: we analyzed some data, looked at some task cards and found that the task card was too often set at three hours; it wasn’t real data. With the new system, Jazz is starting to get real data so that it’s really possible to see that we’re overestimating on some task cards and underestimating on others.

SAVINGS
Jazz has achieved a number of savings from implementing the new paperless maintenance processes.

MTC (MAINTENANCE TASK CARD) OPTIMIZATION
- Improving task card completion rate is already happening; it’s making a big difference and will, ultimately, help Jazz to optimize manpower.
- Ensuring optimal utilization of manpower as we see times coming down and mechanics assigned close to 100% of their time.
- Reducing the down time of the Aircraft and labor costs per check.
- Real Time data capture is driving more of a proactive process going back with BI (Business Intelligence) giving feedback and, …
- … with improved Data Quality across all data flows, driving continual process improvement.
- Reducing walk time – having everything the mechanic needs on their Tablet.
- And, just recently, one of the Leasing Companies stopped reviewing the paper records in favor of the electronic records; a small change in the right direction.

With all that said, there are still some paper components needed for the process.

PAPER COPY REQUIRED/DIRTY FINGER PRINT
- Part removal forms. FID (Flight Implementation Directive) is a great idea; we just haven’t yet got a business case that sticks. So, until there is a business case, we will have to print the paper, remove the part and tag the paper to it.
- Part requests and picklist to stores is still a legacy process. In stores, when mechanics want parts, they get a print, go to the bin, take the part and manually enter it into Trax. Stores is next on our plan to go mobile and get rid of that paper.
- Old Aircraft lease agreements, ADs (Airworthiness Directives), SBs (Service Bulletins) and structural deviation.

Everything mentioned above, except QuickTurn, is implemented in production. Jazz is using it and we’re rapidly getting used to it and valuing the flexibility, capabilities and efficiencies that it has added to our processes. Plus, of course, the mechanics find that it makes their tasks easier.
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JAZZ AVIATION
Jazz (Jazz Aviation LP), is a Canadian regional airline based at Halifax providing regional and charter airline services in Canada and the United States, primarily under contract to Air Canada using the brand name Air Canada Express, and also as Jazz Charters. The fleet consists of Canadian-made Bombardier Dash 8, CRJ and Q400 NextGen aircraft, which are among the most efficient aircraft flying today.